MINUTES

Aquatech Meeting on bed turn over

Thursday October 30th, 2008

Present: Amanda McGrath, Mark Raebel, Yogesh Bhattachari, Jacob Meulink, Shannon Mitchell

Absent: None

New Business:

3:30 Begin Meeting
- Discussed about setting up an experiment on transducers.
- Research about rotational converters and power options.
- No wireless for now. We might think about it later.

4:00 Meeting with Steve:
- Talked about Concept generation assignment.
- Suggested including more specs from the morph chart.
- Suggested including something about getting mockup here and trying to work.
- Suggested including all things up to design review with client.
- Suggested picking up an area from the concept generation process design and showing it as an example.
- Asked us to figure out some ways of running experiment with transducers.
- Suggested to plan on a budget of about $1,500 to $2,000 for now.

4:30 Meeting ended.

Action Items:
- Meeting Tuesday at 3:30 for Concept generation assignment.

Respectfully submitted,

Yogesh Bhattachari, Secretary

October 31st, 2008